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Snow modelling in alpine terrain

 Challenge: Multi-scale variability of snow accumulation 

Mountain range scale

Spatial variability of snowfall

Ridge and slope scale

Gravitational and wind-induced redistribution

 Can snowdrift-permitting models capture this multi-scale spatial variability? 

Mott, Vionnet &

Grunewald (2018)

 Context: development of high-resolution snow forecasting systems (Switzerland, USA, Canada, France, …)
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Canadian Hydrological Model (CHM)

➢ Unstructured triangular mesh 

depending on topography and 

vegetation complexity

➢ Snowpack scheme: Snobal

➢ Accounts for:
➢ slope and aspect; terrain shading

➢ gravitational redistribution

➢ blowing snow (redistribution + 

sublimation)

➢ snow/canopy interactions

Marsh et al. (2020)



Study area - Kananaskis, Canadian Rockies

➢ Airborne LiDAR (UNBC 

Riegl Q 780 ): 

5-m snow depth map

27 April 2018

➢ Sentinel-2 images

processed by the Theia 

platform (Gascoin et al., 

2019) 

20-m snow cover 

images



➢ Simulation domain: 1014 km2 - Water year 2017/2018

➢ Atmospheric forcing:

➢ HRDPS short-term NWP forecasts at 2.5-km grid spacing

➢ Downscaling to the CHM mesh

CHM over the Kananaskis region



Wind field downscaling (1)

3. Adjustment for leeside recirculation 

1km

See Barcons et al. (2017), Vionnet et al (2021) and Marsh et al. (in prep) for more details on the method

• Use of the Sx parameter (Winstral et 

al.. 2002) to identify areas susceptible 

to flow separation (Sx > 20○)

• Wind speed reduction in these areas

NWP

NWP

NWP NWP



Wind field downscaling (2)

 Main limitation: stability effects are not included. 



➢ Simulation domain: 1014 km2 - Water year 2017/2018

➢ Atmospheric forcing:

➢ HRDPS short-term NWP forecasts at 2.5-km grid spacing

➢ Downscaling to the CHM mesh

➢ Wind downscaling using Windmapper (with and without 

including recirculation effect on leeward slopes)

➢ 4 CHM experiments

CHM over the Kananaskis region

Simulation Avalanching Blowing snow Recirculation

WndTr Av Rc Yes Yes Yes

WndTr Av NoRc Yes Yes No

NoWndTr Av Yes No Yes

NoWndTr NoAv No No Yes



Evolution of snow depth

CHM with snow 

redistribution (exp. 

WndTr Av Rc) 

captures many 

features of snow 

accumulation. 



Observed and predicted snow depth
a) Airborne LiDAR  27 April 2018      

b) CHM with wind and avalanche transport of snow and 

wind speed reduction over lee slopes

c) CHM with wind transport disabled

d) CHM with wind and avalanche transport disabled



Influence of elevation

Observed snow depth: 

 increase in mean SD up to 2400 m and decrease 

above this elevation

Without snow redistribution: 

 Variability of SD per elevation band is 

underestimated

 No decrease of SD at high elevation

With snow redistribution:

 Increased SD variability due to snowdrifts and 

avalanche deposits

 Snow transport from high-elevation



Influence of elevation

Distance between distributions

Wasserstein distance between cumulative 

distribution functions:

Here: comparison between simulated and 

observed snow depth distributions

With blowing snow: 

 Improved performances 

above 2200 m

 Degradation at lower

elevation: overestimation

of gravitational snow

redistribution to lower

elevation



Model performance around ridges

Performance around ridges for Haig Glacier (TPI2000 > 150 m) as a function of slope orientation

 Strong understimation of snow accumulation on 

leeward sides when recirculation is neglected. 
 Overestimation of snow redistribution 

from windward areas to leeward areas

Prevailing

westerlies

Bias (m) Wasserstein distance (m)



Snow persistence index

 Snow persistence (SP) index is

derived from Sentinel-2 snow

cover maps at 20-m resolution

 SP is calculated from snow-

covered areas during spring and 

summer (Wayand et al., 2018)

 SP variability results from

variability in snow accumulation  

and snowmelt energy



Back to the ridges
Bias Wasserstein distance

Snow depth (m)

SP (-)

Performance around ridges for Haig Glacier (TPI2000 > 150 m) as a function of slope orientation

 Mostly consistent results

obtained with SD and SP

 SP presents a strong potential

for model evaluation in areas 

that are not covered by Lidar. 



Conclusion and perspective

➢ CHM can be used to simulate snowpack evolution at multiple resolutions over large 

mountain areas 

➢ Snow redistribution calculations require accurate wind fields in complex terrain: WindNinja

corrected by the Winstral Terrain Parameter provided useful 50-m wind fields, downscaled 

from 2.5-km HRDPS winds

➢ Model falsification showed that CHM with blowing snow transport and sublimation, 

avalanche redistribution and fully downscaled wind fields performed best, but 

overestimated snow redistribution – still need to address sub-grid topography and improve 

snow algorithms
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Thanks you for your attention!


